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I. Answer in detail:
6 Marks
“Matilda’s craving for a bubble reputation was the cause of
her ruin”. Draw a conclusion as to how she could have avoided
the misfortune that dawned upon her.
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II. Answer in short:
5x2=10
1. What changes occurred in Madam Loisel after 10 years?
2. How was Mr. Loisel able to arrange 36,000 francs?
3. What were the reasons for Maltilda’s unhappiness?
4. Why was she not delighted receiving the invitation to the
party?
5. Why was her husband saving money?
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III. Error correction:
You will have hair cut very short
in the
first month. After that you might
grow it
longer but it shall never touch
your collar
Your uniform should be neat but
clean too
A student is expect to be neat
and clean
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5x1=5
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

IV. Rearrange the following into meaningful sentences: 4x1=4
1. 35 million / digestive glands / there are / in the stomach
2. me / the sense / it gives / of / freedom / enjoy / I
3. add / travel / that / to / my / can / personality / I feel /
4. not / children / below / of / age / the / must / drive /
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